ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Facial expression exhibits the emotional state of a human being immediately as good means of communication. Hence through different expressions person can get interacted with each other and can understand their intensions and opinions [1] [2] [3] . In driving the vehicle, driver may get fatigue condition. This can be detected by facial expression recognition system. In security fields, expression recognition much needed for controlling the criminal people by identifying their expressions. While playing the games, according to face expressions the game will be controlled. Mind tempering needs face expression recognition. Person can interact with computers by exhibiting expressions. Different approaches were analysed by several authors. Still subspace based approaches finds large applications for dimensional and redundant data reduction. Appearance based and geometrical based subspace approaches are most common. [4] [5] [6] . Subspace methods finds major role during dimension reduction, redundant contents removing and feature extraction of face images. Sometimes direct implementation of subspace methods can reduce the recognition rate during larger facial expressions, larger variations of light and face poses. Hence it is better to use feature extraction approach and then removing the redundant contents from feature vector space using subspace methods is still more robust. Different work has been carried out for extraction of face features and classification of expressions. Ya Zheng, Xiuxin Chen, Chongchong Yu and Cheng Gao (2013) proposed fast local binary pattern method (FLBP) for dimensional reduction purpose [7] . They have shown FLBP uses fast PCA method and it reduces the feature vectors space in to subspace. They worked on LBP histogram to decrease the complexity of the algorithm. Yang Q. Ding, X. proposed symmetrical PCA for face recognition [8] . In this work, facial expression recognition algorithm based on feature extraction by Gabor filter (GF) and subspace projection by SW2DPCA method is introduced.
BRIEF OVERVIEW OF SUBSPACE METHODS
In subspace models un-correlation leads to increase in recognition rate by reducing redundancy. Subspace methods that introduce redundancy removal, feature extraction and low-dimensional feature representation of face objects with enhanced discriminatory power. Data reduction, redundant content removing and extraction of features are used to solve the problem of poor facial expression recognition at certain extent by improving the accuracy [9] [10] . Process of reducing the number of variables in larger set of database is one of the properties of subspace analysis [9] , [10] - [16] . In the context of face recognition, faces images are represented as highdimensional pixel arrays. Time and space complexities are two main problems for certain task in image analysis. Literature survey is carried out on various linear PCA based subspace methods. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [9] [10] [11] 
PROPOSED METHOD
The main objective of this work is to convert extracted feature vector space into subspace using suitable PCA based method by discarding the redundant contents at certain extent from the set of images. The conventional PCA and 2DPCA does not account for efficient recognition due to more number of principal variants. 2DPCA method considers a 2D image as a matrix rather than 1D image n-vectors [22] . In this work Symmetrical Weighted 2D Principal Component Analysis (SW2DPCA) method is proposed. Initially Gabor filter bank (5x8=40) has been formed. It was found that extracted feature vector space has larger dimensional area. This causes the redundant variants coefficients and reduces the recognition rate and increases the training time and classification time. By observing all these drawbacks high dimensional space has been reduced by implementing SW2DPCA method. Once PCA method have been applied to image sets it was found that principal eigen components are having higher variations and unequal distribution of variants. This problem would causes low expression recognition rate. All principle components are having larger variations of components this can be reduced and made equal by implementing weighted principal components analysis. 
From the NXN covariance matrix eigenvectors are calculated, the size of the eigenvectors is considered as M x M. Covariance matrix can be computed as Algebraically, a function is even if f(-x)=f(x) , and this condition manifests itself geometrically as symmetry with respect to the y-axis in the graph of y=f(x). A function is odd if f(-x)=-f(x) , and geometrically this means that the graph of y=f(x) is symmetric with respect to the origin. For any function if f(x) is not equal to zero then we define the functions
This odd-even rule can be applied to decomposition of face images. Our training set images are = , = , … . . mirror symmetrical training image set is = , … .. , So the i th image can be decomposed as = + . Where odd symmetrical image can be denoted by = ( − )/2 and even symmetrical image can be denoted as = + . Here i=1,2,3,…..M.. Odd symmetrical sample set (I o1, I o2, I o3 , . . . . ., I oM ) and even symmetrical sample (I e1 , I e2 , I e3 , . . . .I eM ) set both are derived from original training sample set by mirror symmetrical transform. The total scatter matrix of the three samples that is original, odd and even set can be defined as
Where, S T =S oi +S ei , hence the eigen value decomposition on S T is equal to the eigen decomposition on S oi and S ei . Hence, image I i can be reconstructed by the feature vector of S oi and S ei . With respect to eigen theory assume all the non-zero eigen values of S oi and S ei are oi and ej . and the corresponding eigen vectors are w oi and w ej . Where i=1…. rank (S oT ) and j=1. . . rank(S eT ). Transformation of weight matrix for odd (Ω o ) and even (Ω e ) symmetrical sample sets be derived from above demonstration as = ,
Where r o = rank(S oT ), r e =rank(S eT )
The representation of the odd and even symmetrical images can be represented as,
In above, P oi and P ei are the odd symmetrical feature and even symmetrical feature of the i th face image. In order to reduce the effects made by the principal components which contain the variation due lighting or face expression, it can treat as each component equally and let each component have equal variance through transforming conventional PCA feature space to weighted PCA feature space by the following whitening transformation for odd symmetrical sample set and even symmetrical sample set: 
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For feature selection in SWPCA [24] , all the eigenvectors are ordered according to eigenvalues, and then select eigenvectors corresponding to first m largest eigenvalues. Since the variance (corresponding to eigenvalues) of the weighted even symmetrical components is bigger than the variance of the correlative components of weighted odd symmetrical components. So it is natural to consider the even symmetrical components first, and then the odd symmetrical components if necessary otherwise discarded. Expression recognition system using proposed method is shown in figure 1 . 
BRIEF ABOUT GABOR FILTER AND CLASSIFIER

Gabor Filter
In this paper feature extraction by Gabor filter is not focused. Holistic texture features of a face image can be extracted using Gabor wavelets or Gabor filters (GF) [25] . In this work pahse part and magnitude parts are extracted using Gabor filter design of 40. This filter bank utilizes the group of wavelets and creates magnitude and phase parts at a specific frequency and specific orientation. These properties of Gabor filter are useful for texture analysis. Design of Gabor filters is followed in [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . It is found that the Gabor feature vector space has high dimensional space and has more number of redundant coefficients. For the global Gabor filter bank with all the m frequencies and n orientations, denoted it as G(mxn). Yi-Chun Lee and Chin-Hsing Chen [31] have proposed feature extraction for face recognition based on Gabor filters and twodimensional locality preserving projections. Gabor wavelets have been successfully and widely applied to face recognition [32] [33] , face detection [34] , texture segmentation [35] fingerprint recognition [36] .
Classifier
After texture information is extracted from an image using Gabor filters it is normally encoded into a feature vector space. Given two subspace feature vectors, 3 and 3 & , a distance function computes the difference between them. The difference value which measures the accurately of the dissimilarity between the images from which the features were extracted. For larger distance, similarity values decreases. This Manhattan distance also called 4 norm or city-block metric. The Manhattan distance [37] between train and test image feature vectors is given by,
Here 3 8 is a vector describing the i th face class of training images. If ! is less than some predefined threshold value 9" then images are classified in to respective classes of expressions. Based on subspace projection coefficients of Gabor filter feature vector coefficients, all seven expression are classified using SVM classifier and recognition of images is achieved using Manhattan distance matching score values. We perform the facial expression recognition by using a support vector machine (SVM) [38] to evaluate the performance of the proposed method. SVM is a supervised machine learning technique that implicitly maps the data into a higher dimensional feature space. Consequently, it finds a linear hyper plane, with a maximal margin, to separate the data in different classes in this higher dimensional space. Where a i is Lagrange multipliers of dual optimization problem b is a bias and K is a kernel function. Note that SVM allows domain specific selection of the kernel function. Although many kernels have been proposed, the most frequently used kernel function is the linear, polynomial, and radial basis function (RBF) kernels. In this study SVM+RBF method is used.
TESTING AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Pre-processing
In this work, Japanese Female Facial Expression (JAFFE) [39] database is used for experiment. This database contains 213 images of 7 facial expressions (6 basic facial expressions +1 neutral) posed by 10 Japanese female models of 256x256 resolution. Each image has been rated on 6 emotion adjectives by 60 Japanese subjects. All the images of this database were pre-processed to obtain pure facial expression images, which have normalized intensity, uniform size and shape. The pre-processing procedure used in this work performs detecting facial feature points manually including eyes, nose and mouth, rotating to line up the eye coordinates, locating and cropping the face region using a rectangle according to face cropping model [40] as shown in figure 2 (a) . Consider d is the distance between two eyries as shown in fig 2a. then a rectangle is formed with respect to d is 2.2d×1.8d; then images are scale down fixed size of 128×96, locating the centre position of the two eyes to a fixed position. Finally using a histogram equalization method illumination effects were removed. Fig. 2 (b) shows some examples of pure facial expression images after pre-processing from JAFFE database. 
Testing and Analysis of Results
The database is tested with 2DPCA and SW2DPCA methods by projecting the feature space of Gabor filter. Support Vector Machine Classifier (SVM) using RBF kernel method is used to classify the seven expressions of JAFFE database. To create SVM model, all 210 images of JAFFE database are considered. In that 70% of images are considered for training and 30% images are considered for testing using hold out cross validation classification method. The database is tested with all the subspace models and proposed approach. In addition to a drastic reduction in the number of coefficients, it is observed that a considerable improvement in the recognition rate relative to the facial expression recognition experiment. Subspace Methods FERR PCA [43] 91.00% 2DPCA [44] 78.00% 2DPCA + features [44] 94.00% 2D 2 PCA +features [44] 84.50% Log Gabor [45] 91.80% Gabor Filter (GF) [7] 89.98% GF+PCA [1 ] 81.70% DCT+PCA+RBF [42] 90.50% GF+PCA+PNN [42] 94.72% GF+PCA+RBF [42] 94.11%
PCA based subspace methods
FERR in %
Classification Time in Sec. figure 3 . The percentage of precision rate is given by ratio between number of images correctly recognized and total number of recognition for each person faces. Similarly, the percentage of recall rate is defined as ratio between numbers of correct images is recognized to total number of input faces for each person. Figure 4 illustrates the correct and wrong recognition of expressions. Classification rate of seven expressions of JAFFE database also improved. Experiments are performed using MATLAB, R2013a,version.
CONCLUSIONS
Facial expression recognition using appearance based methods has significant application in different fields. Subspace based methods were already implemented for face recognition since from decade. In this paper a holistic texture feature extraction by Gabor filter and extracted feature vector space dimension is reduced by SW2DPCA subspace method is proposed. This proposed method performs well compared to other PCA and 2DPCA methods. All the second order principal components of SWPCA was made to equal by minimizing the redundant contents hence it improves the recognition efficiency at certain extent compare to state of art methods as mentioned in this paper even in larger variations expressions. Experimental results conclude that overall accuracy has been increased to 95.48%.All seven expressions are classified using support vector machine classifier with radial basis function (SVM+RBF). Except sad expression of JAFFE database all other six expressions accuracy rate is increased in SW2DPCA method compared to 2DPCA method.
